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Abstract
Thhe paper preseents a web-baased system to
o forecast thee demanded Electric
E
Energy
y in power sy
ystems.
The fiirst method ussed was the linear
l
regressiion method to
o find the slop
pe and y-inteercept, and theen uses
those values to predict the load for the next time interval. The second
d method wass a back propaagation
neurall network. Th
his method leearns patterns from the exiisting data sett, and the traiined network is then
used to
o predict futu
ure values of th
he load. Oveerall, this prog
gram is a practical program
m for load foreecasting
for plaanning and op
perating of po
ower systems.. It has also the advantagee of an easy access
a
to the system
load from
fr
the Intern
net for operatting centers. This feature will
w give an open
o
access too the future lo
oad for
load marketing
m
in deregulated systems. It may also heelp the intercconnected utilities to pred
dict the
deman
nded load from
m each other with
w a reasonaable error.
1. Inttroduction
Thhis paper presents web-baseed load foreccasting for pow
wer systems. Two methods, linear reg
gression
and arrtificial neurall networks, weere used to preedict the load. The regresssion method helps
h
to find th
he bestfit linee for the train
ning data, so as
a to calculatee the slope an
nd the y-interccept, and then
n use these vaalues to
forecaast the load forr any new inp
put to the system. The artifficial neural network
n
provid
des a one-step
p-ahead
load prrediction afterr learning with
h a set of data. Load forecassting is of main
n concern to smooth
s
power system
operatiion and plann
ning. As a ressult, it is requ
uired that load forecasting sy
ystems providde a better preediction
value and that the non-linear
n
relaationship betw
ween input and
d output variaables is clarifiied. In recentt years,
intellig
gent load foreccasting is quitee popular due to the good ap
pproximation of
o non-linear ffunctions.
Thhe rest of the paper is brok
ken down as follows.
f
Firstt the linear reegression apprroach to pow
wer load
forecaasting is presen
nted. In this the idea behin
nd linear regreession, our im
mplementation
n of this metho
od, and
then some screen sh
hots of the working
w
of the program are shown. The next section describes thee neural
networrk approach power
p
load forrecasting. Fin
nally, some reesults from thee two approacches and comp
parison
of the output from both
b
of them is presented.
2. Lin
near Regresssion
Lin
near regressio
on is a method
d to best fit a linear equatio
on (straight lin
ne) of the form
m y(x) = a + b x to a
collecttion of N poiints (xi, yi). x is usually known
k
as the independent variable, and
d y as the dep
pendent
variable. b is often referred to ass the slope and
d a as the y ax
xis intercept.
Thhe result will be
b stated below
w without derrivation that requires minim
mization of thee sum of the squared
s
distancces from the data points and the prop
posed line. This
T
function is minimizedd by calculatiing the
derivaatives with resspect to a an
nd b and settiing these to zero.
z
The solution is cleaarer if we deffine the
follow
wing:

(1)

(2)

(3)
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Then,
and

(4)

And fiinally, the regression coeffiicient is:
(5)
The reegression coeffficient is zero
o if there is no linear trend, and one for a perfect linearr fit. Note thatt:
Th
his discussion
n assumes therre is no know
wn variance for the x and y values. Theree are solutionss which
caan take this intto account; th
his is particulaarly important if some valuees are known with
w less errorr.
Th
he solution ab
bove requires that
t the slope is not infinitee, Sxx is not zeero.
3. Arrtificial Neura
al Networks
Baack propagatio
on is the basiss for training a supervised neural
n
network
k. Static back
k propagation is used
to produce an instan
ntaneous map
pping of a static (time-indeependent) inpu
ut to a static output
o
[15]. These
networrks are used to
o solve static classification problems succh as load foreecasting.
A) Desscription
Too give a short explanation
e
off back propag
gation, all back
k propagation methods use an application
n of the
chain rule
r for orderred partial derivatives to callculate the sen
nsitivity that a cost function
n has with resspect to
the intternal states an
nd weights off a network. In
I other word
ds, the term baack propagatio
on is used to imply
i
a
backw
ward pass of error
e
to each internal
i
node within the neetwork, which
h is then usedd to calculate weight
gradieents for that node.
n
Learn
ning progressees by alternaately propagatting forward the activatio
ons and
propaggating backwaard the instanttaneous errorss. We will exp
plain how bacck propagation
n is derived.
1. The error for a pattern p is half
h of the sum
m of the squaares of the deeviations of thhe activation of
o each
outtput unit j from
m the target fo
or that unit
2. The change in th
he weight on the
t connection
n from unit i to unit j for pattern
p
p shoulld be proportiional to
thee negative of th
he slope of th
he error with reespect to that weight. Eta iss the learning rate.
3. Using the chain rule, we can express the partial
p
derivatiive as a produ
uct of partial dderivatives. Ipjp is the
inpput to unit j for pattern p.
4. Using the formu
ula for input, th
he second derrivative in (3) simplifies to the
t activation of unit i.
5. Wee define delta for pattern p and
a unit j thuss.
6. Wee can then exp
press the weig
ght change in terms of the delta
d
for the destination
d
unit on the conn
nection,
andd we only neeed to figure ou
ut how to calcu
ulate delta forr different unitts.
7. Using the chain rule again, wee express deltaa as a productt of partial derrivatives.
8. The second of th
he derivatives in (7) is just the
t derivative of f, the activ
vation function
n for the unit.
9. Forr the first deriivative in (7), there are two cases: where j is an output unit and wheere it is a hiddeen unit.
Forr the output un
nit case, the derivative
d
is ju
ust the differen
nce of the actiivation and tarrget.
10. This is (7) for ou
utput units.
11. Forr hidden unitss, the chain ru
ule was used. Using (5), the
t expression
n simplifies to
o the negativee of the
sum
m of the produ
ucts of the delltas of the unitts in the layer above j and th
he weights co
onnecting j to units.
u
12. This is (7) for hiidden units.
Thus, like any classifier, the nettwork learns from
f
a given set of training data, and th
hen uses this trained
nettwork to prediict the values for any new teest data.
B) Thee proposed Im
mplementation
Thhe proposed im
mplementation of the back
k propagation
n neural netwo
ork for powerr load forecassting is
design
ned in C++, th
herefore it wass not built in PHP.
P
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4. Demonstration
A) Working System
For this method, the developed software uses MySQL and PHP. MySQL was the database used to
store the data from past months and PHP was the language used to write our linear regression program.
This could have also been developed in C++, but the primary objective of using PHP was to be able to put
this on the web. This gave us access to our information from any computer that had access to the Internet.
B) Data Representaion
The data values were stored in a database in a table called load-forecast. The table was created in
MySQL and can be found on our website. PHP (using SQL commands) was then used to import the
values from the database and linear regression was performed on them. A few screen shots of the working
of the proposed program are shown below.
The system consisted of eight options and is discussed independently.

Figure 1: Load Forecasting Main Menu.
C) View Specific Bus
This was used to display the power load factor values for twelve months for any particular bus.
Clicking on View Specific Bus gave the following menu:

Figure 2. View Specific Bus.
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Now if we chose Bus 3, the load values for this bus were returned (Figure 3).

Figure 3. View Load for Specific Bus.

D) View All Buses
In this option, the same task was performed as Option 1, except that it returned the load values for all
buses instead of a specific bus (Figure 4).

Figure 4. View All Bus.

E) Add A New Bus
This menu option allowed the user to add a new bus or node to the database. This option is required to
grow the system. Over time, as the number of buses increases, it is needed to constantly update our
database. This permits such an update to take place.
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Figure 5. Add New Bus.

Figure 6. Forecast Specific Bus.

F) Forecast Specific Bus
This option allows the user to forecast load for the next interval, say 13th month for any specific bus
(Figure 7).

Figure 7. Load Forecast for Bus 3.
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G) Forecast a Set of Buses
This option does the same thing as Option 4 except that it forecasts load values for a set of buses in the
database. It sorts the output in the order of fastest growing bus (Figure 8). It also gives the user an option
to graph the values to see it in a pictorial format. The graph (Figure 9) shows both the growth ration of a
node and the forecasted value.

Figure 8. Forecasting a Set of Buses.

Figure 9. Graphical load growth.

This developed graphing scheme lets the graph be plotted dynamically each time a new value is entered
or a modification is made to the existing value. It means if a new bus is added, there is no need to
manually go into the program and add values to our graph. It will automatically pull the values from the
database and graph it to give the correct graph.
H) Upload Data
This is also another useful feature of the proposed program that not only the user already have a menu
option to add data in manually, by typing the values for each bus and then adding it to the database, but
also upload the data from a file. The program is capable of reading the data from a text file in ASCII
format and upload it to the table in the database (Figure 10).
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Figure 10. Uploading a data file.
I) Deleting a Bus
This is an essential option of any database to allow the user to delete a particular bus from the database.
Figure 11 shows a selection for deleting a bus.

Figure 11. Deleting a Bus.
J) View Scatter Plot
This option will allow the user to view the scatter plot of any particular bus. This was particularly useful if
the user wanted to see the pattern of the load factor values for a period of time for a specific bus (Figure 12).

Figure 12. Scatter plot.
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K) Neural Network Verses Linear Regression
The result of the forecasted values using linear regression (LR) and a back propagation neural network
(NN) are compared in Figure 12.

Figure 13. Load forecasted by two methods, LR and NN.

5. Conclusions
The proposed Web-based load forecasting can be used by utilities to have an easy access to the load
data in future to manage the generation in interconnected systems. The easy and fast access to the Internet
will allow the utilities to predict the amount of power needed to be sold/bought from the grid. There are
many methods to predict the load including linear regression and artificial neural network, however the
linear regression method is easier to be implemented in the Internet.
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